Making a difference

“We take our approach to service delivery
extremely seriously - we are Pro-People,
Pro-Environment, Pro-Progress”

Working well together

Case Study-Eastlands Homes
Eastlands Homes have delivered over £20 million worth of major improvement work to their housing stock in Openshaw and Beswick with
Casey and have been successful in their transfer bid for a further 3000 properties due to their outstanding performance as a Community
landlord. Casey was appointed as preferred contractor to undertake a major external works programme on behalf of Eastlands Homes in
Gorton, East Manchester.
A key requirement of the scheme was to reduce the heat loss from the fabric of the building including doors, windows and external walls.
The goal was to achieve maximum insulation efficiency with minimum intrusion to the property and disruption to the residents lives. Our aim
was to help residents work towards better health and an enhanced financial situation. Using a thermal imaging camera we were able to assess the positive effect of the works prior to and after completion, which is highlighted in the image shown.
We are mindful of the government’s target of reducing carbon emissions by 80% by 2050.
External insulation to the 7 million solid wall homes in the UK is crucial to hitting the carbon
reduction targets and this is a top priority along with solar photovoltaic panels.
Insulated render schemes can be part funded by utility companies under a legal obligation
to save carbon emissions under what is known as the CESP scheme which is the Community Energy Saving Programme (previously the CERT scheme).
As an expert in this field, Casey has been able to draw down a suitable grant allocation
and put together a financial package for Eastlands Homes to enable them to get several
hundred
thousand pounds worth of the work done for free and have a major effect on the lives of
their customers, the residents. This is a service that we are rolling out for our social housing framework partners.
As preferred partner for this joint venture with a robust track record with Eastlands Homes, we were able to provide a tried and tested costing
model that was very competitive and would guarantee a very high quality of service for the residents. The main purpose of these works was
to re-insulate these estate based properties, improving the poor visual appearance and reducing major heat loss and heating bills.
Another important requirement was to instigate a degree of behavioural change from the residents themselves with regard to use of heating
systems and reducing heat loss from their properties. We are currently undertaking several training schemes in carbon reduction at our
resident consultation events across Manchester and the North West.
We made calculations on the data collected to project the savings on to the whole scheme of 339 properties. The results were astonishing
and equated to the following:
•

Energy use - reduced by 657,743.98 kWh p/y. This is the equivalent amount of energy required to make more than 29 million cups of tea
with an old 2000 Watt kettle.

•

CO2 production – reduced by 127,627.49 kg p/y – the equivalent of which would be produced by driving a car to the moon and back
almost twice, or more than 37 times around the circumference of the earth.

•

Cost – reduced by £19,816.83 p/y – enough to buy the car new and enough fuel to drive it around the earth more than five times.
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